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Product Name X11DPT-L 

Release Version 3.67 

Release Date 3/21/2019 

Previous Version N/A 

Update Category Recommended 

Dependencies None 

Important Notes None 

Enhancements 1. Hardened Redfish webserver to prevent 500 error codes. 

New features 

1. Added support for hostname in Syslog configuration, IPV4, and 

IPV6. 

2. Added support for LSI 3008/3216/3616 IT management without 

support for firmware update and logic volume management. 

3. Added SPS FW downgrade enhancement & CLX CPU ID Check. 

4. Added support for AD/LDAP/RADIUS hostname. 

Fixes 

1. Fixed inability to set user privilege to “no access” via CMD. 

2. BMC no longer resets when deleting non-existing active directory 

group with SMCIPMITool. 

3. Allow sorting health event log by date and time. 



4. Stop showing all event severities as "Information" when sending 

test alert. 

5. BMC now reports correct Inlet Temperature to node manager. 

6. Fan no longer operates at full speed after changing mode from 

FullSpeed to Standard. 

7. Allow reading SMC power supply FRU. 

8. Fixed abnormal system power consumption under limited power 

policy.  

9. Patched CVE-2019-6260 pantsdown. 

10. Improved IPMI Get Device ID responses. 

11. Corrected BMC remote KVM and remote power control failures 

when multiple invalid logins occur in SMASH. 

12. IPMITool no longer hangs due to special characters 

&~`!@#$%^*()_-+={[}]|\:;"'<,>.?/ in username and password. 

13. Improved webUI displays after AD configuration. 

14. Fixed problem with title alignment adjustment on Web pages 

after firmware update. 

15. Correctly parse PCIe correctable error. 

16. Added support for the UEFI PXE boot device via Redfish. 

17. Allow SUM to trigger BMC to execute PCH reset action when SPS 

is downgraded. 

18. Corrected BMC memory leak. 

  

 


